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OUR POEM COULD BE YOUR LIFE 
Essays on Music 

1. 

The most important moment in music history was At the Drive-In playing “One Armed Scissor” 
on David Letterman. 

Announcing the band, Letterman is back-dropped by seven American flags, creating the assumed 
context of a post-9/11 hysteria of patriotism. 

According to show records, however, the performance is in mid-2000.  

Why are these flags present in a pre-9/11 broadcast? One year separates the rationality and 
absolute absurdity of this framing. 

The flags are further symbolized in juxtaposition to the Puerto Rican flag patch on Omar’s denim 
jacket. 

David Letterman once lauded as rebellion. The postmodern deconstructionist of American 
broadcasting had become the literal symbol of dispensation. 

The song ends and the camera suddenly cuts to Letterman’s empty desk and back to a guitar left 
on the ground, flashing the wall of flags once more. 

2.  

Die Kreuzen should have been one of those handful of Milwaukee-area bands that make it in a 
big way, like the Violent Femmes or John Koethe. Their name taken from Wisconsin Lutherans. 

Milwaukee is headquarters of the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod (WELS), which 
claims to be the only true church and has 383,503 baptized members. Poetry has that exact 
number membership. Both use obscurity as pointing to orthodoxy.  

Mirroring the cultural influence of Kurt Cobain, John Goethe introduced Die Kreuzen to a 
national audience when he wore a Century Days t-shirt to John Ashbery’s inaugural reading as 
the MTV Poet Laureate in 2004.  

3.  

Any local punk scene is always a give and take of ethos within collectivism. 

Of a projected inclusivity, like everyone can start their own band; 

And the need to set up a meritocracy to show the immense skill that the scene can reach. This 
shows worth to those outside the scene and reinforces hierarchies for those within. 
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When the hierarchy can be kept intact while also appearing to pull up the local, this creates 
conditions for attracting talent: 

Ginsberg found a local punk band to back him in Milwaukee. Prynne does an occasional 
chapbook too, you know, and all the Oakland Commune still open-mica at Gilman 
Street. 

4. 

It is unclear why the publishers of the influential zine designed the word L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 
with an “x” on either side of the letters, nevertheless that piece of legend became integral 
branding to the Bay Area hardcore scene. 

Hardcore Music used the equal sign to emphasize the listener’s role in bringing meaning out of a 
song. It played down a lyrical legibility, seeing discernible vocals as a false construct of “meaning” 
in the capitalist apparatus of the music industry. 

Further, it emphasized a synchronicity between the drums and guitars. Rather than create a 
steady underlying beat, the drummer begins and ends with the strumming pattern, utilizing a 
double bass pedal and muting cymbals when necessary. 

Lutheran pastors banned percussion from hymns after the Hussite Wars, claiming it to be the 
most violent instrumentation. Cymbal crash is the explosion of absolute removed-tone. As the 
x=L=x=A=x=N=x=G=x=U=x=A=x=G=x=E=x zines famously argued, masking music with the 
double bass works to carry all tonality, including the lyrical ethos if “lead singer” into violent 
erasure.  
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SELF-PORTRAIT IN A CONVEX MIRROR PROJECTED ON MY WALL 

The scene is formless 
Then discovery, eyes staring 
A basement show scene 
Lino-cut scored to shadow  
Direct hierarchy of lighting 
Printed perfect glare to bodies in glare 
To bodies massed dark becoming fragments  
Into only inhalations and breathing 
Ordered by dust streams floating above 

* 

Can there be movement?  
   The scene is in image 
Accounted  
Flyers bulletined or bound in retrospective 
Context with similar scenes 
Each local framing  

Like a local Mystery Spot sign  
Suggests curiosity & family resemblance  
   to every Mystery Spot 

Time turns scene to sub-culture then cultured  
Framed still compilations  
Galleries of equivalences and perhaps 
Glance each quickly to expose difference 
  Through persistence of vision 

*

The scene shines easily  
Formatted to cover photos 
Creased, bound, stitched-on 
Borders begin to fuzz clearly 

The image seems enveloping 
But takes on shape and boundary  
Audience dressed in screen printing 
Animating held-together retrospective 

The t-shirt is Clark Coolidge playing drums 
         With a Travis Barker poster on his wall 
        Travis sits shirtless 
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        Silent on the couch 

His body sleeves of Ron Silliman’s Alphabet 
      That my old roommate glued shut  

 
* 
 
 
Repeat the last two lines seven times for a sonnet 
Reverse the order on number seven  

* 

The scene is clothes worn 
         And worn down by wearing 

Captured to t-shirt  
Taxidermied with moving body 

Friction with body 
Friction with sweater and work shirt 
Contours to define with body  

And domed to self-perception 

What is visible to passers-by 
Displayed normal in mundane 
Shrouded with daily life outside of scene 
Shrouding errands and movement in scene 

The portrait of scene cracked, chipped away 
Its framing creased, massed in the dark 

* 

Distortion reminds  

The problem with light   
     It’s easily flickered 

The moon through the ceiling fan 

A projected address breaks sync in dispersal 

Prisms 

Why are you standing protruding the screen?  
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Draped in image like wearing 

I seem to be 
    Should I sit? 

You blend in, it’s easy to forget 

* 

The scene’s a staged theater and image of scene 
Image of scene projecting down  
Image of scene standing on dust particles fluttering through its beam 
Touring  
Jumping across to each one, missing the randomized pattern  
       Catching another 
Anything to remain lit 

A scene starting vague and formless to discover 
Particles of dust breathed 
Minute screens showing the basement show 
Draped like a punk shirt or standing in spotlight 

Dress in scene 
Breath and blobs in obscuring vision 
It seems enveloping 
But takes on shape and boundary and a seated audience  

* 

The scene’s only colors  
Squint at the edge 

Like direct flashlight  
Glare to center somehow           Dark blob the 
middle 

Audience is opposite in the theater 
Comfortable sitting below brightness 
Heads shine pentacost from the scene 

The scene is imprinted on the dust  
Its essence in, with, and under 
Each surface only visible in the projection beam 

       Image and light embossing 
Floating down to the audience 

Breaking apart with head scratches 
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The screen is manipulation of light with tint 
And scene is manipulation of room with light 

Borders begin to fuzz clearly 
Audience dressed alike in dust 

* 

The scene is further edges and image  
Standing in theater before scene 

Projection engulfs touching skin 
Holes in a t-shirt 
Reduced by gap 
Framed by edge 
Flickered tattoo across collarbone  

Extending indefinitely 

Wrinkling and flapping the image like squinting 
Creased point to point of projection 
Remaining and extended holes 

Causing incomplete  

Like clothing and opposite scene 
The holes move with appendage 
The self on the screen 
A head tilt indicative of protrusion moving 
Showing audience only roundness 
Stretching around until cut into shadow  

Visible only with standing  

* 

The scene can’t be image without holes 
Turn to projection and it’s evident 

The body used to move silhouette  
Fingers create shorelines of flare 

Squinting at beam  
Nothing is visible here 
Nor the audience to see it 
Shading into removal 
Fragmented 
Assumed only in dust streams floating above 
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Audience too must miss pieces of image 
Rounded screen 

Bits in the cracks 

But it’s no spectacle either way 
Crowd stares at crowd stares back 

Etched into fades into mass  
Written in what’s left from the glare 

Inscribed beyond even a t-shirt  
To the point of masking 


